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WINE REFRIGERATORS
INTRODUCTION

TIP
WINE REFRIGERATORS
FROM DOMETIC
PERFECT STORAGE CONDITIONS FOR WINES AND CHILLED BEVERAGES
Wine connoisseurs, gourmets and restaurateurs all agree: For a wine
to unfold its full bouquet and flavour, both the storage conditions
and the serving temperature must be right. It has been our job for
decades to make sure they are. As specialists in mobile refrigeration
and climate control, we have created a comprehensive product
range for keeping wines at their optimum temperature.
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Dometic wine refrigerators have proven their worth in bars, restaurants and hotels as well as in offices and private households. They
meet the highest demands on quality and design and are available
in numerous sizes and versions. All wine refrigerators are supplied
fully equipped, including the shelves and all essential accessories.

DOMETIC ON THE WEB

Designed for
professional wine
storage, Dometic
wine refrigerators are
also great for chilled
beverages, such as
mineral water, beer
and soft drinks.

Here’s where you can find the complete
Dometic range, with detailed information
about all products. Plus, interesting facts
about our company and download links
for all our catalogues.
dometic.com
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
STORAGE AND SERVING TIPS

FRAMELESS DESIGN FOR WINES
AND CHILLED BEVERAGES

STORAGE AND
SERVING TIPS

Dometic wine refrigerators easily adjust to the wine list and drink
menu. They feature two separate temperature zones, which can be
set to any temperature between 5 °C and 22 °C – e. g. one for red
wine and the other one for white wine.

In each case the pre-set temperature is accurately maintained.
Advanced compressor technology guarantees an optimal temperature distribution throughout the cabinet. The blue LEDs on the control
panel indicate the current values.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Attractive design in black with frameless glass door
• Two temperature zones with separate controls
• Temperature range: 5 °C – 22 °C (standard mode)

SERVING TEMPERATURE RECOMMENDATIONS
What is the perfect serving temperature for your wine?
Here are some basic recommendations. Red wine is best served
at a temperature between 12 °C and 18 °C, depending on the
origin, grape, and year. White wine likes it cooler, between
8 °C and 12 °C. Champagne and fruity dessert wine should be
served ice-cold, between 5 °C and 7 °C.

White wine

Red wine

Bordeaux

12°

18°

Bourgogne

10°

16°

Loire

10°

15°

Languedoc

12°

18°

Alsace grands crus

12°

16°

Piedmont, Tuscany

10°

18°

Rioja

12°

18°

Napa Valley

12°

16°

GOOD TO KNOW:

Australia

10°

16°

Dometic wine refrigerators can be set as required – for wine
storage as well as for chilled drinks. The selected temperature
is always reliably maintained.

Chile

10°

18°

Liqueur wine

8°

Champagne

6°
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• Advanced compressor technology for consistent
cooling and excellent energy efficiency
• Digital control panel with blue LED display
• White LED interior light

DOMETIC KEEPS UV LIGHT AWAY
Dometic wine refrigerators are fitted with high-insulation special doors that offer maximum protection from UV light. The built-in
LED lighting allows for even illumination of the interior – with the lowest level of heat build-up and without any UV exposure.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
DESIGN RANGE

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Two temperature zones for storing different wines at
the perfect temperature (except E7FG and E18FGD)
• Heat and Cool function quickly achieves and reliably
maintains set temperature
• Frameless 3-layer glass door with UV light filter
• Full-height LED lights on both sides add eye appeal
to the wine collection (except E7FG)
• Integrated air circulation system for homogenous
temperature distribution and high air quality
• Water tank and carbon filter create a perfect climate
for storing and ageing wine

More upgrading options: replacement carbon filter,
label set, optional serving drawer (see p. 22–23).
E18FGB, E49FGB: Supplied with built-in column for easy
integration into the surrounding furniture and integrated
ventilation system
E40FGD: Dual glass door (side by side) provides direct
access to one temperature zone without opening the other
E7FG: Super-slim design – just 148 mm wide – neatly blends
in with the surrounding furniture

• Top energy efficiency rating – complies with new
ErP requirements (as from March 2021)
• Supplied with lock and key to keep your precious
wine safe (except E7FG, E18FGB, E49FGB)
• Serving drawer for storing open bottles upright
(fits E91FG, E115FG)

THE DOMETIC
DESIGN RANGE
The Dometic Design Range is the perfect choice for those looking
for a wine refrigerator to compliment a more modern kitchen decor.
The elegant wine cabinets come with frameless glass doors – and
dual temperature zones which are perfect to store and age wine for a
long time in one zone while having the right serving temperature at
any time in the other zone.
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Various model versions are available, with capacities ranging from
7 to 115 Bordeaux bottles. Extra-slim for confined spaces, with sideby-side double door, or with a built-in column for easy integration.
There’s a perfectly matching wine refrigerator for every restaurant,
bar, or kitchen layout – or your private home.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
DESIGN RANGE

TECHNICAL DATA
MODEL

TECHNICAL DATA
E16FG

E45FG

E91FG

E115FG

9600027051

9600027055

9600027057

9600027058

Bottles std

16

45

Bottles std

91

115

Bottles max

19

61

Bottles max

130

155

Width (mm)

295

595

Width (mm)

595

595

Height (mm)

820

820

Height (mm)

1476

1768

Depth incl. handle (mm)

617

617

Depth incl. handle (mm)

617

617

2

2

2

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A / G*

A+ / F*

A / G*

A / G*

Reference number

Zones
Lock
Energy class
Measurements

Reference number

Zones
Lock
Energy class
Measurements

* new EU energy efficiency ratings from March 2021
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MODEL

* new EU energy efficiency ratings from March 2021

Contents, specifications and availability are subject to change in the interests of technical improvement.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
DESIGN RANGE

TECHNICAL DATA
MODEL

TECHNICAL DATA
E7FG

E28FG

E40FGD

9600027050

9600027053

9600027054

Bottles std

7**

28

40

Bottles max

7**

38

Width (mm)

148

Height (mm)
Depth incl. handle (mm)

Reference number

Zones
Lock
Energy class

E18FGB

E49GB

9600027052

9600027056

Bottles std

18

49

52

Bottles max

18

49

395

595

Width (mm)

545 (door 590)

545 (door 590)

820

820

820

Height (mm)

455

885

572

617

617

Depth incl. handle (mm)

592

592

1

2

2

1

2

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

A / G*

A+ / F*

A+ / F*

A+ / F*

A+

Measurements

* new EU energy efficiency ratings
from March 2021
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MODEL
Reference number

Zones
Lock
Energy class
Measurements

** can only be used with Bordeaux or similar bottles

* new EU energy efficiency ratings from March 2021

Contents, specifications and availability are subject to change in the interests of technical improvement.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
CLASSIC RANGE

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Mono-zone cabinet with wooden sliding shelves
– perfect for serving

• Water tank and carbon filter (depending on the model)
create a perfect climate for storing and ageing wine

• Suitable for storing wines at the ideal drinking
temperature (between +5 °C and +22 °C)

• Low energy consumption – complies with new
ErP requirements (as from March 2021)

• Heat and Cool function quickly achieves and reliably
maintains set temperature
• 2-layer glass door with UV light filter or stainless
steel frame (larger models with 3-layer glass door)

Upgrading options: presentation shelf, sliding shelf,
serving drawer, label set (see p. 22–23).

• White side-light across the complete compartment height
• Integrated air circulation system for homogenous
temperature distribution and high air quality

THE DOMETIC
CLASSIC RANGE
Keeping your wine collection ready to enjoy is easy with the Dometic
Classic Range of wine refrigerators. The temperature can be set to
any value between +5 °C to +22 °C, so red and white wines can be
stored at the perfect serving temperature. Conveniently serve your
wine according to its type, vintage or personal preference!
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Featuring advanced Heat and Cool technology and a smart front
ventilation system, Classic Range wine refrigerators help to quickly
achieve and reliably keep the set temperature throughout the cabinet.
Capacities range from 20 to 125 Bordeaux bottles. All models come
with a white LED side light, the larger ones with an energy-saving
3-layer glass door.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
CLASSIC RANGE

TECHNICAL DATA
MODEL

TECHNICAL DATA
C20G

C50G

C101G

C125G

9600027046

9600027047

9600027048

9600027049

Bottles std

20

50

Bottles std

101

125

Bottles max

26

66

Bottles max

149

182

Width (mm)

295

595

Width (mm)

595

595

Height (mm)

820

820

Height (mm)

1476

1768

Depth incl. handle (mm)

617

617

Depth incl. handle (mm)

617

617

1

1

1

1

No

No

No

No

A+ / F*

A / G*

A / G*

A / G*

Reference number

Zones
Lock
Energy class
Measurements

Reference number

Zones
Lock
Energy class
Measurements

* new EU energy efficiency ratings from March 2021
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MODEL

* new EU energy efficiency ratings from March 2021

Contents, specifications and availability are subject to change in the interests of technical improvement.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
ESSENTIAL RANGE

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Mono-zone cabinet with fixed wooden reinforced
shelves – perfect for serving

• Water tank and carbon filter create a perfect climate
for storing and ageing wine (B162S, B195S)

• Suitable for storing wines at the ideal drinking
temperature (between +5 °C and +22 °C)

• Low energy consumption – complies with new
ErP requirements (as from March 2021)

• Heat and Cool function quickly achieves and reliably
maintains set temperature

• Optional serving drawer for storing open bottles
upright (fits B162S and B195S)

• Elegant 2-layer glass door with UV light filter and
stainless steel frame (B29G, B68G)
• Solid door saves energy and protect the wine
from sunlight (B162S, B195S)

More upgrading options: presentation shelf, sliding shelf,
serving drawer, label set (see p. 22–23).

• White LED top light nicely illuminates the interior
• Integrated air circulation system for homogenous
temperature distribution and high air quality

THE DOMETIC
ESSENTIAL RANGE
Our Essential Range offers great value for those ready to make space
for a better and more social beverage experience at home. Choose
between space-efficient versions with stylish glass doors and fullheight wine cabinets with solid doors in a premium black finish.
All Essential Range models come with a white LED top-light. Wellengineered technology allows wine storage at the ideal drinking
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temperature – perfect for passionate wine lovers and, of course, also
for bars, restaurants, and hotels. Available in many different sizes,
with capacities ranging from 29 to 195 Bordeaux bottles, this range
is the perfect choice for restaurants or bars looking for a high capacity
storing wine refrigerator.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
ESSENTIAL RANGE

TECHNICAL DATA
MODEL

TECHNICAL DATA
B29G

B68G

B162S

B195S

9600027042

9600027043

9600027044

9600027045

Bottles std

29

68

Bottles std

162

195

Bottles w. optional shelves

20

52

Bottles w. optional shelves

102

126

Width (mm)

295

595

Width (mm)

595

595

Height (mm)

864

864

Height (mm)

1476

1768

Depth incl. handle (mm)

617

617

Depth incl. handle (mm)

617

617

1

1

1

1

No

No

No

No

A+ / F*

A / G*

A+ / F*

A+ / F*

Reference number

Zones
Lock
Energy class
Measurements

Reference number

Zones
Lock
Energy class
Measurements

* new EU energy efficiency ratings from March 2021
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MODEL

* new EU energy efficiency ratings from March 2021

Contents, specifications and availability are subject to change in the interests of technical improvement.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
ACCESSORIES

DOMETIC
WINE REFRIGERATOR
ACCESSORIES
Dometic wine refrigerators are supplied fully equipped with
shelves and all essential accessories. Even so, you may want to
add an extra shelf or service rack, replace a filter, or buy a fresh
set of labels to identify your wines.
For the full range, request our catalogue or visit dometic.com

WOODEN PRESENTATION SHELF
This tilted wooden shelf is a great way to present your
precious wines in an enticing way.

WOODEN SLIDING SHELF
This sturdy sliding shelf is an optional accessory for your
Essential Range or Classic Range wine refrigerator.

595mm Ref. no. 9600028377

295mm Ref. no. 9600028380
595mm Ref. no. 9600028381
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Contents, specifications and availability are subject to change in the interests of technical improvement.

FIXED STORAGE SHELF
Thanks to its sturdy wooden construction,
this shelf allows you to store a high quantity
of wine bottles.

METAL SLIDING SHELF
Do you want to use your Dometic wine
cabinet as a beverage cooler? Then this
optional metal rack is just what you need.

ADDITIONAL SERVING DRAWER
A serving drawer shelf to store your
selected wine bottles in an upright
position. (Fits E45FG, E91FG, E115FG.)

295mm Ref. no. 9600028378
595mm Ref. no. 9600028379

595mm Ref. no. 9600028382

Ref. no. 9103540068

REPLACEMENT CARBON FILTER
This activated carbon filter ensures
optimal climatic conditions for wine
storage and ageing.

RE-WRITABLE LABEL SET
Quality labels for organizing your wine
collection – find the right bottle quickly
and easily.

WATER TANK
Maintains a stable and well-balanced
humidity level inside your wine refrigerator.

Ref. no. 9103500156

Ref. no. 9103540116

Ref. no. 9600028376
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

Storing red and white wines at the optimal serving temperature
in one and the same cabinet? It’s possible with our dual-zone
built-in wine cabinets! The elegant glass door refrigerators
nicely blend in with the surrounding furniture. A must-have for
passionate wine lovers and ambitious hosts – and a nice way
to create a holiday atmosphere at home.
Two different size model versions are available: E49FGB for up
to 49 bottles, E18FGB for up to 18 bottles. The beautiful frameless
glass door and full-height LED lights on both sides nicely accent
the wine collection.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Two temperature zones (E49FGB) for storing different
wines at their perfect temperature
Dometic E49FGB

• Frameless 3-layer glass door with UV light filter
• Supplied with built-in column for easy integration
into the surrounding furniture
• Full-height LED lights on both sides
• Heat and Cool function quickly achieves and reliably
maintains set temperature
• Digital control panel with blue LED display
• Water tank creates a perfect climate for wine storage

KITCHEN INSTALLATION
For most of us, the kitchen is the heart of the home. It is the meeting
point for family and friends, a place where people cook, work, talk,
play, laugh – and, of course, eat and drink. Our two built-in wine
refrigerators, E18FGB and E49FGB, add fresh glamour to the kitchen
ambience with their frameless glass door and the brightly illuminated interior. Specially designed for integration into a furniture
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assembly, the two built-in models feature an internal ventilation system
as well as a customized built-in column for easy and safe installation.
Simply set the two refrigerator zones to the recommended serving
temperatures – e. g. 16 °C for your favourite reds and 8 °C for the
white ones. Then serve directly from the wine cabinet and savour
the flavour!

Contents, specifications and availability are subject to change in the interests of technical improvement.

• Integrated air circulation system for homogenous
temperature distribution and high air quality

Dometic E18FGB
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

DOMETIC E115FG
This elegant glass door refrigerator easily adjusts to your beverage
stocks. The Dometic E115FG has two separate temperature
zones which can be set as required – for full-bodied red wines,
fruity whites, champagne, or chilled beverages. High-quality
sliding shelves allow convenient access. You can also add an
additional serving drawer for open bottles.
In the standard configuration the spacious wine cabinet stores
up to 115 bottles of wine – all nicely presented behind a frameless
glass door, with LED lights on both sides. Well-engineered
Heat and Cool technology, combined with an integrated air
circulation system, makes sure that the preset temperatures
are reliably maintained.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• 2 temperature zones for storing different beverages
at the perfect serving temperature
• Frameless 3-layer glass door with UV light filter
• Heat and Cool function quickly achieves the set temperature
and keeps it stable

THE FAMILY REFRIGERATOR
Tall and roomy, with two separate temperature zones, the E115FG
makes a perfect family refrigerator. It stores up to 115 wine bottles
and can easily be rearranged to hold the favourite drinks for everybody in the family: e. g. white wine in the upper zone and well-chilled
mineral water, soft drinks, and beer in the lower part. In our configu-
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ration (see p. 27), wine bottles are placed on wooden sliding shelves
for convenient access. For mineral water and soft drinks, the serving
shelf allows upright storage and can therefore also be used for open
bottles. It is easy to convert the bottom part into a beer chiller when
removing the shelves.

Contents, specifications and availability are subject to change in the interests of technical improvement.

• Full-height LED lights on both sides nicely accent
the beverage collection
• Integrated air circulation system for homogenous
temperature distribution
• Carbon filter and water tank create a perfect climate
for wine storage and ageing
• Digital control panel with blue LED display
• Supplied with lock and key to keep your precious wine safe
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
CONFIGURATION GUIDE

CONFIGURATION GUIDE FOR
SPACE-SAVING WINE STORAGE
B29G*

Standard configuration:
29 bottles

B68G*

With optional shelves:
20 bottles

B162S*

Standard configuration:
162 bottles

The configurations shown here are only for Bordeaux bottles.
If using Burgundy bottles, the capacity is less.

Standard configuration:
68 bottles

C20G

With optional shelves:
52 bottles

B195S*

With optional shelves:
102 bottles

Standard configuration:
195 bottles

Standard configuration:
20 bottles

C50G

Max. filling:
26 bottles

C101G

With optional shelves:
126 bottles

Standard configuration:
101 bottles

Standard configuration:
50 bottles

Max. filling:
66 bottles

C125G

Max. filling:
149 bottles

Standard configuration:
125 bottles

Max. filling:
182 bottles

* Product for large storing capacity delivered with 2 or 3 shelves depending on product.
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WINE REFRIGERATORS
CONFIGURATION GUIDE

CONFIGURATION GUIDE FOR
SPACE-SAVING WINE STORAGE
E16FG

Standard configuration:
16 bottles

E45FG

Max. filling:
19 bottles

E91FG

Standard configuration:
91 bottles
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The configurations shown here are only for Bordeaux bottles.
If using Burgundy bottles, the capacity is less.

Standard configuration:
45 bottles

Max. filling:
61 bottles

E115FG

Max. filling:
123 bottles

Standard configuration:
115 bottles

E7FG

E28FG

Standard configuration:
7 bottles (only for Bordeaux bottles)

Standard configuration:
28 bottles

Max. filling:
33 bottles

E18FGB

E49FGB

Standard configuration:
18 bottles

Standard configuration:
49 bottles

E40FGD

Max. filling:
155 bottles

Standard configuration:
40 bottles

Max. filling:
55 bottles
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BELGIUM
DOMETIC BRANCH OFFICE BELGIUM
Lourdesstraat 84 B
B-8940 Geluwe
Tel +32 2 3598040
Fax +32 2 3598050
Mail info@dometic.be

HUNGARY
DOMETIC ZRT. SALES OFFICE
H-1147 Budapest
Kerékgyártó u. 5.
Tel +36 1 468 4400
Fax +36 1 468 4401
Mail budapest@dometic.hu

DENMARK
DOMETIC DENMARK A/S
Nordensvej 15, Taulov
DK-7000 Fredericia
Tel +45 75585966
Fax +45 75586307
Mail info@dometic.dk

ITALY
DOMETIC ITALY S.R.L.
Via Virgilio, 3
I-47122 Forli (FC)
Tel +39 0543 754901
Fax +39 0543 754983
Mail vendite@dometic.it

FINLAND
DOMETIC FINLAND OY
Valimotie 15
FIN-00380 Helsinki
Tel +358 20 7413220
Fax +358 9 7593700

NETHERLANDS
DOMETIC BENELUX B.V.
Ecustraat 3
NL-4879 NP Etten-Leur
Tel +31 76 5029000
Fax +31 76 5029019
Mail info@dometic.nl

FRANCE
DOMETIC SAS
ZA du Pré de la Dame Jeanne
B.P. 5
F-60128 Plailly
Tel +33 3 44633525
Fax +33 3 44633518
Mail lodging@dometic.fr

NORWAY
DOMETIC NORWAY AS
Elveveien 30B
3262 Larvik
Tel +47 33428450
Fax +47 33428459
Mail firmapost@dometic.no

GERMANY & AUSTRIA
DOMETIC GMBH
In der Steinwiese 16
D-57074 Siegen
Tel +49(0) 271 692 0
Fax +49 (0) 271 692 302
Mail info@dometic.de

POLAND
DOMETIC POLAND SP. Z O.O
ul. Puławska 435A
PL-02-801 Warszawa
Tel +48 22 414 3200
Fax +48 22 414 3201
Mail info@dometic.pl

TURKEY
ENTA A. S.
Gümüşsusyu Mah.İnönü Cad.
Taksim / Beyoğlu / İstanbul
Tel +90 212 292 89 00
Mail info@entaturk.com

GREECE
SAMARAS
Anaximandrou 73
54250 Thessaloniki
Tel +30 231 032 1091
Mail polief96@otenet.gr

PORTUGAL
DOMETIC SPAIN, S.L.
Branch Office em Portugal
Rot. de São Gonçalo nº 1– Esc. 12
2775-399 Carcavelos
Tel +351 219 244 173
Fax +351 219 243 206
Mail info@dometic.pt
RUSSIA
DOMETIC RUS LLC
18 Malaya Pirogovskaya str. bld 1,
office 505
Moscow 119435
Tel +7 495 374 8896
Fax +7 495 916 5653
Mail info@dometic.ru
SPAIN
DOMETIC SPAIN S.L.
Avda. Sierra del Guadarrama, 16
E-28691 Villanueva de la Cañada
Madrid
Tel +34 91 833 6089
Fax +34 900 100 245
Mail info@dometic.es

SWITZERLAND
DOMETIC SWITZERLAND AG
Riedackerstrasse 7a
CH-8153 Rümlang
Tel +41 44 8187171
Fax +41 44 8187191
Mail info@dometic.ch
MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
DOMETIC MIDDLE EAST FZCO
P.O. Box 17860
S-D 6, Jebel Ali Freezone
Dubai
Tel +971 4 883 3858
Fax +971 4 883 3868
Mail info@dometic.ae
UNITED KINGDOM
DOMETIC UK LTD.
Dometic House, The Brewery,
Blandford St. Mary
Dorset DT11 9LS
Tel +44 344 626 0133
Fax +44 344 626 0143
Mail sales@dometic.co.uk

SWEDEN
DOMETIC SCANDINAVIA AB
Gustaf Melins gata 7
S-421 31 Västra Frölunda
Tel +46 31 7341100
Fax +46 31 7341101
Mail info@dometic.se

RUSSIA
MIKO
Leningradskiy pr. 30/2
125040 Moscow
Tel +7 495 651 09 45
Mail officemoscow@miko-hotelservices.com

WE DISTRIBUTE OUR PRODUCTS IN AROUND 100 MARKETS. PLEASE ASK FOR YOUR CONTACT POINT IF NOT LISTED HERE, OR CHECK OUR WEBSITE DOMETIC.COM

